
Does the direction of spinning the b1ll m1ke 1 difference ?  Any 
difference between clockwise vs counterclockwise rot1tion ?

(See %tt%ched im%ge for %ddition%l cl%rific%tion)

There is no difference.  Im%gine the f%ce of % clock.  As the b%ll is moving in % 
clockwise direction from 12 to 3 , this is equ%l to the muscle is 
“pulling” (concentric contr%ction) from 12 to 3.  Simult%neously, the opposite 
muscle from 6 to 9 must ‘eccentric%llyʼ contr%ct — ie muscle fibers contr%ct in % 
controlled ‘lengthening .̓  SO, in the beginning, the muscle is concentric 
contr%ction from 12 to 3; while the muscle is eccentric contr%ction from 6 to 9.  
BUT !, %s the b%ll is revolving %round the clock, %s it is coming %round %nd moving 
from 6 to 9 — those muscles initi%lly eccentric, now become concentric %nd ‘pullʼ 
the b%ll from 6 to 9; while the opposite muscle from 12 to 3 now %ltern%tes to be 
eccentric —- it ALL depends on where the b%ll is %nd the direction the b%ll is 
moving.... so, the ONLY difference between rot%ting clockwise vs 
counterclockwise is in the very beginning to START %s being concentric — but %s 
soon %s the b%ll st%rts revolving, ALL muscles must r%pidly %ltern%te from 
eccentric to concentric %nd b%ck to eccentric.  If the opposing muscles do not 
%ltern%te, then there is no w%y for the b%ll to continuously rot%te.  THAT is why if 
the b%ll bounces %nd not rot%te, it is signifying shutting down of one p%rt of the 
rot%tor cuff muscles— in order to continuously rot%te, there MUST be % 
concentric-eccentric %ltern%tion
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.  The only w%y to m%ke % perfect circle is if 
the circumference is perfect 
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 %nd not broken.



Opposing muscles %ltern%te — depending on where the b%ll is —> the le%ding 
muscles contr%ct concentric%lly .  Once the b%ll st%rts revolving, the s%me 
muscles %ltern%te between concentric to eccentric, 
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 so there is no difference, 
e%ch muscle t%ke turns in being concentric one moment, then eccentric %t 
%nother moment— %ll depends on where the b%ll is %t th%t moment in time.

Sine w%ve gr%phic represent%tion —

Rot%tor Cuff- How ShoulderSphere Works

https://youtu.be/OPf8nd9oG04

https://youtu.be/OPf8nd9oG04
https://youtu.be/OPf8nd9oG04

